A
Different
Cloth
An evolving alliance of the
tradition of craftsmanship and
a contemporary vision of style,
Ermenegildo Zegna’s Su Misura
service transforms bespoke suiting
to sartorial ingenuity.

By JON ROTH

There’s an element of ritual to procuring a world-class

Any number of bespoke offerings can provide an

suit. The reverent hush of the workshop, a cool, quiet

approximation of this process, but only one made-to-

temple to the tailor’s craft. The swift lasso of measuring

measure service elevates the experience to its purest

tape as it encircles the body, appraising width and

form: Ermenegildo Zegna’s Su Misura.

length, the subtle asymmetries and unique proportions
that make up the individual. Then there are the fabrics

The storied Italian house, family-run since its inception

— endless swatches of feather-light wool and downy

in 1910, is uniquely qualified to deliver on this promise.

cashmere, the smallest variations in color, pattern

Since the founder first established his wool mill

and weight promising endless possibility. A battery of

(or ‘lanificio’) in the town of Trivero in the Italian

questions follows, a sort of sartorial catechism: peak

piedmont, the company has become a standard-bearer

lapel, notch, or shawl? Single vent, or double? Two-

for fine suiting fabrics, with an emphasis on wool,

button, or three?

cashmere and vicuna sourced from far-flung regions
like Mongolia, Australia, and Peru. The fabrications are

The supplicant leaves the shop in a daze, his head

so popular, in fact, that Zegna supplies material to its

awash on fabrics and fits. A waiting period follows, and

own competitors in the fashion industry, but a Zegna

anticipation builds to the point of distraction until it’s

suit is still the purest expression of a single aesthetic,

time for the final fitting. Suited and standing before the

from spun yarn to finished product.

mirror, he sees himself transformed: wrapped in fine
Italian wool, expertly fitted, he has become a newer,

The Su Misura experience embodies luxury and

better man.

timeless craft. From the comfort of one of the brand’s

Any number of bespoke
offerings can provide an
approximation of this process,
but only one made-to-measure
service elevates the experience
to its purest form: Ermenegildo
Zegna’s Su Misura.

understatedly elegant boutiques, an expertly trained
tailor works closely with the client to ascertain the
perfect garment for his needs. He takes exacting
measurements to ensure the perfect drape and fit, and
learns the client’s tastes in cut, fabric, and style. The
relationship between a man and his tailor can’t be
underestimated: without a skilled guide, it’s all too easy
to find oneself overcome by the multitude of options.
And yes, options abound. There are more than 700
fabrics to choose from, including a rotating selection of
200 seasonal choices. They’re all woven at the ancestral
family mill in Trivero, and they’re famously fine: light
as down and soft as fleece. If words don’t do the texture
justice, consider the numbers: the average human hair
has a thickness of 50 microns. The yarn in a Zegna suit
can average just 15 microns. Their exclusive Vellus
Aureum (“Golden Fleece”) fabrics is only 11.5 microns
thick — this material is so prized, only 60 cut lengths
can be produced.
Once the fabric is selected and measurements are
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taken, they’re encoded in a patented computer

The mark of Zegna’s excellence
begins with a single thread, and
is woven through the finished
garment. To wear one is to know
true quality.
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system, created by the Zegna team to optimize the

Luxury Project. The only made-to-measure sportswear

cutting process. Then, from cutting-edge technology

offering in the world, this program produces bespoke

to artisanal handicraft, the garment is stitched and

jackets (in two models, seven fabrics, and 25 colors),

assembled. Each suit is made of more than 100 discrete

knits (in five models, from crewneck to button mock

parts, produced with painstaking attention to detail

turtleneck), and a selection of beautifully constructed

and inspected throughout its production, from the first

outerwear, including trench coats and jackets available

cut of the cloth to the embroidered name of the client

in silk, cashmere, wool, nappa leather and suede, and

that appears on the inside label of every Su Misura

coated with Zegna’s waterproof ‘Elements’ finish.

piece. The entire process, from fitting to delivery, takes

For the man who appreciates tailored pieces in all

about three weeks — a swift turnaround by tailoring

aspects of his life — not just in the office or at formal

standards, and a testament to the efficiency and

events — this service provides an entire wardrobe cut to

experience of the team behind the finished product.

his specifications.

Zegna has offered their bespoke tailoring service since

To the initiated, made-to-measure clothing represents

1972, and the program has remained so popular with

the highest form of sartorial distinction. This isn’t

their client base that they’ve expanded their offerings

simply tailoring — the series of nips and tucks applied

in the last several years. Their top-tier bespoke option

to off-the-rack purchases to approximate the proper

is called the Personalization Project, and like all good

fit — this is true creation, conjuring up a garment with

things, the finished product here is incredibly rare:

measuring tape, an arsenal of award-winning fabrics,

no more than 100 suits are made in a single season.

and a team of expert artisans. The only limits are the

But what incredible suits they are: each is made from

bounds of the client’s imagination, and the finished

fabrics specifically created for the individual client,

product complements his sensibility just as well as his

effectively inviting the client to share the creative

build. Custom suits are made everywhere from Savile

agency of the designer. With 30 different fabric styles,

Row to Shanghai, but none match the caliber of those in

a range of five hues, and the option to have a personal

the Su Misura program. The mark of Zegna’s excellence

message woven into the selvedge of the fabric, the final

begins with a single thread, and is woven through the

piece is as specific to the client as his own fingerprint:

finished garment. To wear one is to know true quality.

priceless in the way of all one-of-a-kind creations.
Those seeking more relaxed options, while still
maintaining the highest degree of custom fit, will
appreciate the third facet of Su Misura — the Casual

